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[ L], Probability of finding a given bind site conformation on a physiologically folded peptide 2 under equilibrium conditions and in an absence of ligand. , ,
Figure 2A: Relationships between bind site ensemble, equilibrium set of conformations, and set of conformation energies (CE). At any given moment, each bind site of the ensemble maps to a conformation within the equilibrium set of conformations. Two or more bind sites can map to the same conformation, but a given bind site can only map to one conformation. In turn, each conformation maps to a single conformation energy within the set of conformation energies. Figure 2B : An illustration of relationships between bind site ensemble, equilibrium set of conformational transitions, and set of conformational transition energies (CTE). Bind sites within ensemble map to conformational transitions within the equilibrium set of conformational transitions. In turn, each conformational transition maps to a single CTE within the set of CTEs.
Probability of finding a given bind site conformation on a physiologically folded peptide under equilibrium conditions and in the presence of ligand. Figure 3A : Depicts the range of structures of a bind site. At one extreme is a much disorganized structure termed the full-extent of disorganization of bind site structure. At the other extreme is the fully-reorganized bind site structure. Figure 3B : Illustrates the direction of reorganization and disorganization. For reorganization, the bind site structure is organized from the full-extent of the disorganized structure to the fully-reorganized bind site structure. Disorganization involves a reversal of the noted direction for reorganization. That is, from the fully-reorganized bind site structure, the bind site is transformed to the full-extent of the disorganized structure. Figure 4A : Depicts the range of structures of a preorganized bind site. Compare the full-extent of disorganization of bind site structure to that of figure 3. Note that the full extent of disorganization of bind site is more organized than that of figure 3 . In other words, the most disorganized structure has been preorganized so as to prevent the extent of disorganization noted for figure 3. Figure 4B : Illustrates the direction of reorganization and disorganization. For reorganization, the bind site structure is organized from a preorganized structure to the fully-reorganized bind site structure. Disorganization involves a reversal of the noted direction for reorganization. That is from the reorganized bind site structure to the preorganized structure.
A view of reorganized and rigidified bind site structures as [apparent] preorganized structures.
Depicts the range of structures of a bind site. At one extreme is the full-extent of disorganization of bind site structure. However, note that although the full-extent of disorganized structure is identical to that for figure 4, the means by which they derive differ. Whereas 
